Pulsar Pipeline checklist

**BGP**
- Draft Pipeline
- Pulsar Pipeline for 3rd transpose
- Pulsar Pipeline for 2nd transpose and BF data
- BF ICD

**SAS / MAC/MI**
- Integrate LOFAR in SAS/MAC

**Pulsar Pipeline**
- Implement the Pipeline within the iPython Framework
- Design Pulsar Pipeline(s) for other observing modes including survey
- Implement Pulsar Pipeline Design within the iPython Framework
- Need to ask Jan for a status on this issue: rumor has it that this is working
- Release Pulsar Pipeline

**Pipeline Integration**
- Not needed for completion of first pipeline release
- LOFAR S/W repository
-雖然Tôi có một số điều kiện cụ thể

**BF2H5 offline version**
- Integrate of TAB module into SAS/MAC
- Test and bug fix 2nd transpose
- TAB Pipeline

**Pulsar Tools**
- Make daily build of LOFAR tools
- Implement Jenkins CI into the Pulsar Group

**Archive**
- Sync Archive schemes with BF ISO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Committer</th>
<th>Expected date of readiness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulsar Pipeline</td>
<td>Jan D von der Heide, Jan D Mol</td>
<td>Jan D von der Heide, Jan D Mol</td>
<td>1-2 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulsar Pipeline</td>
<td>A2, Jan D Mol</td>
<td>Jan D von der Heide, Jan D Mol</td>
<td>1-2 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Meetings**
- meetings took place to mesh the LOFAR ICD with the Archive schema
- meetings took place to mesh the LOFAR ICD with the Archive schema
Remove PGPLOT from PRESTO

Work with the VO on format/protocol issues for LOFAR HDF5 data

Investigate S2PLOT or some other package which can be used in general for LOFAR data plotting
not needed for pipeline release